Dermoscopy for the diagnosis of melanoma:
primary care diagnostic technology update

ADVANTAGES OVER EXISTING TECHNOLOGY
Early detection of melanoma is the single most promising strategy to cut mortality rates of this disorder. Thus far, most skin disease is diagnosed by simple visual inspection and biopsy. Two factors directly influence clinical practice and patient management: first, the ability to identify lesions correctly that have the potential to be melanoma; and second, the number of skin excisions performed to confirm diagnosis. Dermoscopy is a technique for the analysis of pigmented skin lesions. This technique represents a link between clinical and histological views. It also helps in the diagnosis of many other pigmented skin lesions that can mimic melanoma; such as, seborrheic keratosis, pigmented basal cell carcinoma, haemangioma, blue naevus, atypical naevus, and benign naevus. Dermoscopic monitoring of pigmented lesions increases the likelihood that featureless melanomas are not overlooked and minimises the excision of benign lesions.

DETAILS OF TECHNOLOGY
The dermatoscope generates a beam of light that falls on the cutaneous surface at an angle of 20°, allowing visualisation of the dermoscopic characteristics resulting from the presence of melanin and haemoglobin in the different skin layers. The usual magnification provided by the dermatoscope is ten-fold.

PATIENT GROUP AND USE
The use of dermoscopy enables:
- monitoring of pigmented lesions,
- diagnosis of melanoma,
- the physician to understand naevus morphology beyond what is possible by naked-eye examination alone, and
- recognition of different populations of naevi characterised by similar morphological patterns and pigment distribution.

IMPORTANCE
Skin malignancy is an important cause of mortality in the UK, and is rising in incidence every year. An important determinant of outcome is initial recognition and management of the lesion. National Institute for Health and Clinical Excellence (NICE) guidance reports that one-quarter of primary care consultations in England and Wales are related to the diagnosis and management of skin conditions, including skin lesions (1.7%). Cancer research UK data for 2008 reported 2067 deaths due to malignant melanoma.

As with many cancer diagnoses, if melanoma is diagnosed early the survival rates are good; most stage 1 and stage 2 melanomas can be cured. A recent study on the recognition of skin malignancies showed that GPs in the UK missed one-third of malignancies, and one systematic review showed the sensitivity for detection of malignant melanoma was as low as 81% in dermatologists and only 41% in primary care physicians.

PREVIOUS RESEARCH
The performance of dermoscopy has been widely investigated, and two meta-analyses have confirmed its use increases diagnostic accuracy by between 5% and 30% compared with clinical visual inspection. In one multicentre European trial, GPs were given a 1-day training course in skin cancer detection and dermoscopic evaluation, and randomly assigned to the dermoscopy evaluation arm or naked-eye evaluation arm. During a 16-month period, 73 physicians evaluated 2522 patients with skin lesions. All patients were re-evaluated by expert dermatologists. Sensitivity was significantly higher using dermoscopy (79% versus 54%, P<0.01), with identical specificity (71%). Histopathological examination of equivocal lesions revealed 23 malignant skin tumours missed by GPs performing naked-eye observation and only
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Cost-effectiveness and economic impact

There is no published evidence on the cost and cost-effectiveness of the use of dermoscopy for the diagnosis of melanoma in primary care. Several researchers have commented that dermoscopy in routine practice may have major implications in large-scale melanoma screening, with a reduction in the dermatological surgery workload of false-positive lesions, leading to cost savings, reduced morbidity, and less scarring. It may be cost-effective due to the decreased number of excised benign lesions and the early detection of melanomas. In terms of patient-reported outcomes, a study estimating patients’ willingness to pay for handheld dermoscopy, digital dermoscopy, and teledermoscopy was reported to be 40% below a hypothetical method promising 100% accuracy, yet higher than that reported for naked-eye inspection.

Future research is needed to assess whether the use of dermatoscopes in a primary care setting is cost-effective in terms of early detection of melanomas.
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